Jed Stone
Jed has appeared many times on T.V. and Radio, including Sky
T.V.’s “The New Comedians”, Central T.V.’s “Joker in the
Pack” with Marti Caine, “Pot of Gold” with Des O’Connor, “My
Kinda People” with Michael Barrymore, “Sky Sports” and
even “Match of the Day”! As well as many credits on B.B.C. Radio
Merseyside and BBC Radio Lancashire.
He also won BBC 2 T.V.’s “The Weakest Link”, and left presenter
Anne Robinson speechless for once.

Jed is unique in that he can turn his hand to anything in comedy;
this led to him appearing at The Labour Party Conference in
Blackpool 2002 with Tony Blair and Bill Clinton in attendance.
He can personalize his material especially for the client, which is
why he hired regularly by some of the U.K.’s biggest blue chip
corporate companies including The Royal Bank Of Scotland,
British Telecom, Volvo Trucks U.K., to name but a few.
You only get one chance to book the right comedian for your
function; to Jed every show is a major event.
Jed’s nutty and cheeky style appeals to all; he is deadly quick but
never offensive, naughty but never crude. Best of all he is –
FUNNY.

A Premier League Comedian…

His energy and enthusiasm combined with lightening quick ad-libs
and topical bang up to date material ensure that every function is
always a huge success, and make Jed one of the most sought after
comedians in the country.

“As the Commercial Manager at Preston North End Football Club, I am delighted to provide
this testimonial for Jed Stone. As well as being one of the most pleasant people I know.
Nothing ever seems to much trouble to him and he can switch from an excellent comedian to
a slick host with ease. Jed has no problem entertaining family audiences and is capable all
male audiences without resorting to distasteful material. I would recommend Jed to anyone
who needs a top entertainer and we look forward to working with him again in the future.”
Zoe Kermath - Commercial Manager Preston North End FC
“On a day that could have ended in relegation for us, you managed to ease our nerves and
give us something to smile about.”
Liam Reed, Nottingham Forrest FC.
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